




[Essay 7-4; by “Lydia Howes”:] 
On virtue and truth – L Howes 

  The influence which virtue produces on the principles, habits & 
characters of different individuals may with ease be perceived by every 
observing mind.   Among the most prominent affects which virtue produces 
on the mind is that of restraining us from doing that which we should often 
be led to follow were it not for a reproving conscience within which shows us 
its malignity.   Virtue when planted in the mind and nourished in a proper 
manner will rapidly flourish, snd its affects may be traced in all its 
footsteps, wherever it goes, whether it travels among friends or foes, or 
whether its hours are spent in peaceful tranquility or in adversity, it 
continues the same.   It bears its trials with cheerfulness and the being who 
possesses virtue thinks it [over page] [---]es for the many blessings it enjoys 
it should therefore be nourished and watered like a precious gem and an 
inestimable treasure    The cultivation of virtue has a remarkable influence 
in producing and maintaining that tranquil state of mind which is alone fit 
for its improvement and advancement in science    I[t] goes on from one step 
to another until it arrives at so high an attainment that it finds nothing 
worthy of contemplation in science but soars as on eagles wings hoping it 
may find something to satisfy its desire    The only earthly treasure which a 
sound understanding considers lasting, is truth which when once implanted 
and cherished will prove a source of uninterrupted pleasure by cheering and 
alleviating the mind.   Whatever He knows of truth he utters being is 
reposed on with confidence and as he knows that his actions coincide with 
the dictates of conscience and the [next page] commands of his Creator; and 
as long as this principle is acted upon, his life is rendered peaceful and 
happy, and not only in his life is he beloved and esteemed but he is still an 
example of truth and his name is happily revered and honoured when he is 
no more. 
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